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Few historians are comfortable with the triumphalist and western Europe-centred image of the Renaissance as
the irresistible march of modernity and progress. A sharp break with medieval values and institutions, a new
awareness of the individual, an awakened interest in the material worldâ€¦ Origins and rise of humanism The
term Middle Ages was coined by scholars in the 15th century to designate the interval between the downfall of
the Classical world of Greece and Rome and its rediscovery at the beginning of their own century, a revival in
which they felt they were participating. Indeed, the notion of a long period of cultural darkness had been
expressed by Petrarch even earlier. Events at the end of the Middle Ages, particularly beginning in the 12th
century, set in motion a series of social, political, and intellectual transformations that culminated in the
Renaissance. These included the increasing failure of the Roman Catholic Church and the Holy Roman
Empire to provide a stable and unifying framework for the organization of spiritual and material life, the rise
in importance of city-states and national monarchies, the development of national languages, and the breakup
of the old feudal structures. While the spirit of the Renaissance ultimately took many forms, it was expressed
earliest by the intellectual movement called humanism. Humanism was initiated by secular men of letters
rather than by the scholar-clerics who had dominated medieval intellectual life and had developed the
Scholastic philosophy. Humanism began and achieved fruition first in Italy. The fall of Constantinople in
provided humanism with a major boost, for many eastern scholars fled to Italy, bringing with them important
books and manuscripts and a tradition of Greek scholarship. First, it took human nature in all of its various
manifestations and achievements as its subject. Second, it stressed the unity and compatibility of the truth
found in all philosophical and theological schools and systems, a doctrine known as syncretism. Third, it
emphasized the dignity of man. In place of the medieval ideal of a life of penance as the highest and noblest
form of human activity, the humanists looked to the struggle of creation and the attempt to exert mastery over
nature. Finally, humanism looked forward to a rebirth of a lost human spirit and wisdom. In the course of
striving to recover it, however, the humanists assisted in the consolidation of a new spiritual and intellectual
outlook and in the development of a new body of knowledge. The effect of humanism was to help men break
free from the mental strictures imposed by religious orthodoxy, to inspire free inquiry and criticism , and to
inspire a new confidence in the possibilities of human thought and creations. From Italy the new humanist
spirit and the Renaissance it engendered spread north to all parts of Europe, aided by the invention of printing,
which allowed literacy and the availability of Classical texts to grow explosively. Foremost among northern
humanists was Desiderius Erasmus , whose Praise of Folly epitomized the moral essence of humanism in its
insistence on heartfelt goodness as opposed to formalistic piety. The intellectual stimulation provided by
humanists helped spark the Reformation , from which, however, many humanists, including Erasmus,
recoiled. In the hands of men such as Leonardo da Vinci it was even a science , a means for exploring nature
and a record of discoveries. Art was to be based on the observation of the visible world and practiced
according to mathematical principles of balance, harmony, and perspective , which were developed at this
time. Leonardo da VinciSelf-portrait of Leonardo da Vinci in red chalk, c. Nicholas, tempera on wood by
Ambrogio Lorenzetti, c. Luca Borghi Palladio, Andrea: Francis of Assisi had rejected the formal
Scholasticism of the prevailing Christian theology and gone out among the poor praising the beauties and
spiritual value of nature. His example inspired Italian artists and poets to take pleasure in the world around
them. The great poet Dante lived at about the same time as Giotto, and his poetry shows a similar concern with
inward experience and the subtle shades and variations of human nature. Although his Divine Comedy
belongs to the Middle Ages in its plan and ideas, its subjective spirit and power of expression look forward to
the Renaissance. Petrarch and Giovanni Boccaccio also belong to this proto-renaissance period, both through
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their extensive studies of Latin literature and through their writings in the vernacular. Unfortunately, the
terrible plague of and subsequent civil wars submerged both the revival of humanistic studies and the growing
interest in individualism and naturalism revealed in the works of Giotto and Dante. The spirit of the
Renaissance did not surface again until the 15th century. Francis of Assisi Receiving the StigmataSt. Defeated
by the goldsmith and painter Lorenzo Ghiberti, Filippo Brunelleschi and Donatello left for Rome, where they
immersed themselves in the study of ancient architecture and sculpture. When they returned to Florence and
began to put their knowledge into practice, the rationalized art of the ancient world was reborn. The founder of
Renaissance painting was Masaccio â€” The intellectuality of his conceptions , the monumentality of his
compositions, and the high degree of naturalism in his works mark Masaccio as a pivotal figure in
Renaissance painting. The succeeding generation of artistsâ€”Piero della Francesca, the Pollaiuolo brothers ,
and Verrochioâ€”pressed forward with researches into linear and aerial perspective and anatomy , developing
a style of scientific naturalism. The civic pride of Florentines found expression in statues of the patron saints
commissioned from Ghiberti and Donatello for niches in the grain-market guildhall known as Or San Michele,
and in the largest dome built since antiquity, placed by Brunelleschi on the Florence cathedral. The cost of
construction and decoration of palaces, churches, and monasteries was underwritten by wealthy merchant
families, chief among whom were the Medici family. George, bronze copy of a marble sculpture by Donatello,
begun c. The original statue has been transferred to the Bargello, Florence.
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The Columbia Encyclopedia, 6th ed. Copyright The Columbia University Press Flemish art and architecture,
works of art and structures produced in the region of Europe known for centuries as Flanders. Netherlandish
art is another term sometimes used for these works. Art produced in Flanders achieved special eminence c.
Flanders was among the most culturally productive regions at other times as well. In the 12th cent. Rainer of
Huy, Godefroid de Claire, and Nicholas of Verdun, among others, were noted for their work in metal and
enamel. In the same century an important late Romanesque cathedral was built at Tournai see Romanesque
architecture and art. In succeeding centuries, the metalworks of Dinant lent their name to the French word
dinanderie, for metalwork, and Flemish brass workers and copper workers produced sophisticated pieces.
Splendid examples of secular architecture were executed in the 14th and 15th cent. At Tournai painting,
sculpture, and tapestry-making also flourished. Flanders followed the French in their adaptation of Gothic
styles until the late 14th cent. Jean Bondol of Bruges was a leading illuminator and tapestry designer. The
marriage in of the daughter of the count of Flanders to the duke of Burgundy led to a concentration of artists
around the wealthy Burgundian court. It was the center of activity for such painters and manuscript
illuminators as Melchior Broederlam, the Limbourg brothers, the Boucicaut master, Jean Malouel, and Jan van
Eyck. Claus Sluter executed the famous sculpture at the court-sponsored Carthusian monastery of Champmol.
The masterpieces of 15th-century Flemish painting are remarkable for their acute observation of nature,
symbolism in realistic disguise, depiction of spatial depth and landscape backgrounds, and delicate precision
of brushwork. These artists refined the depiction of psychological expression, landscape, and space. In the last
third of the 15th cent. Hugo van der Goes and Hieronymus Bosch were especially sensitive to complex
emotional expression and fantastic subject matter, while Hans Memling , Gerard David , Joachim Patinir,
Quentin Massys , Justus of Ghent, and Joos van Cleef produced paintings in a calmer mood, based on the
achievements of earlier Flemings with occasional influences from Italian art. In general, with the exception of
the brilliantly original Pieter Bruegel, the elder, late 15th-century Flemish art followed Italian models,
although it preserved interest in genre realism and landscape painting as seen in the works of Paul Brill, Gillis
van Coninxloo, and others. Italy attracted many 16th-century artists, such as Jan Gossaert and Jan van Scorel,
who returned to Flanders and imported Italian Renaissance forms and motifs into the North. At this time the
center of Flemish artistic activity moved to Antwerp, where a school of mannerist artists arose, more clearly
influenced by Southern European aesthetic development see mannerism. Frans Floris was a leading
representative of this trend. The 16th-century landscape style, emphasizing exquisite detail and brilliant color,
persisted in the works of Jan Bruegel, the elder; Roelandt Savery; Joost de Momper; and Gilles de
Hondecoeter, who worked in Holland. Achievements of the Seventeenth Century With Rubens, Flemish art
again became preeminent in Europe, and his influence dominated painting throughout much of the 17th cent.
Elements of his energetic line, brushwork, and understanding of form, his rich, warm color, and his ideal of
robust beauty were emulated in the work of his pupil Jacob Jordaens and in that of his more consciously
elegant and more highly individual follower Sir Anthony Van Dyck. Still life and genre painting also
flourished in 17th-century Flanders. The principal exponent of classicism , the painter Abraham Janssens,
brought elements of Caravaggesque painting to the Flemish school see Caravaggio, Michelangelo Merisi da.
The graphic arts also flourished in Flanders at this time. Architecture in the later 16th and 17th cent. The
Eighteenth through the Twentieth Centuries In the 18th cent. French rococo taste predominated in Flanders,
but in the 19th cent. A number of figures stand out as exemplars of modern Belgian art. Foremost is James
Ensor, an individualistic painter of grotesque personal visions whose major works were created by Important
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artists of the 20th cent. Victor Horta and Henri van de Velde are the major 20th-century Belgians architects.
Whinney, Early Flemish Painting ; W. Gaunt, Flemish Cities ; L. Cite this article Pick a style below, and copy
the text for your bibliography.
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The 15th century, devoid as it was of major poetic works, was nevertheless of very great importance because it
was the century in which a new vision of human life, embracing a different conception of man, as well as
more modern principles of ethics and politics, gradually found their expression. This was the result, on the one
hand, of political conditions quite different from those of previous centuries and, on the other, of the
rediscovery of classical antiquity. With regard to the first point, nearly all Italian princes competed with each
other in the 15th century to promote culture by patronizing research, offering hospitality and financial support
to literary men of the time, and founding libraries. As a consequence, their courts became centres of research
and discussion, thus making possible the great cultural revival of the period. To return to the second point, the
search for lost manuscripts of ancient authors, begun by Petrarch in the previous century, led to an
extraordinary revival of interest in classical antiquity: By and large, the new culture of the 15th century was a
revaluation of man. Humanism opposed the medieval view of man as a being with relatively little value and
extolled him as the centre of the universe, the power of his soul as linking the temporal and the spiritual, and
earthly life as a realm in which the soul applies its powers. The humanist vision evolved during this period
condemned many religious opinions of the Middle Ages still widely prevalent: Forthright though these attacks
were, humanism was not essentially anti-Christian, for it generally remained faithful to Christian beliefs, and
the papal court itself regarded humanism as a force to be assimilated rather than defeated. In the first half of
the century the humanists, with their enthusiasm for Latin and Greek literature , had a disdain for the Italian
vernacular. They wrote for the most part in Latin prose. Their poetic production, inspired by classical models
and written mostly in Latin and later Greek, was abundant but at first of little value. Writing in a dead
language and closely following a culture to which they had enslaved themselves, they rarely showed
originality as poets. These poets succeeded in creating sincere poetry in which conventional and less
conventional themes were expressed with new, original intimacy and fervour. The rise of vernacular literature
Toward the middle of the 15th century Italian began to vie with Latin as the literary language. The Certame
Coronario, a public poetry competition held in Florence in with the intention of proving that the spoken Italian
language was in no way inferior to Latin, marked a definite change. In the second half of the century there
were a number of works of merit written in Italian and inspired either by the chivalric legends of the Middle
Ages or by the new humanist culture. The new ideals of the humanists were most complete in Politian, Jacopo
Sannazzaro, and Leon Battista Alberti , three outstanding figures who combined a wide knowledge of classical
antiquity with a personal and often profound inspiration. In this work, which was one of the first historical
Italian grammars, Bembo demanded an Italian literary language based on 14th-century Tuscan models,
particularly Petrarch and Boccaccio. During the first decades of the 16th century, treatises on poetry were still
composed according to humanist ideas and the teachings of the Roman Augustan poet Horace. The traditional
principle of imitation was now better analyzed, in the twofold sense of the imitation of classical authors and
that of nature. The three theatrical unities time, space, action were among the structural rules then
reestablished, while much speculation was devoted to epic poetry. The classical conception of poetry as a
product of imagination supported by reason was at the basis of 16th-century rhetoric , and it was this
conception of poetry, revived in Italy, that triumphed in France , Spain, and England during the following
century. Machiavelli has been described as the founder of a new political science: Its description of a model
ruler became a code for the wielding of absolute power throughout Europe for two centuries. Machiavelli also
holds a place in the history of imaginative literature , above all for his play La Mandragola , one of the
outstanding comedies of the century. Although more of a realist or pessimist than Machiavelli, Francesco
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Guicciardini was the only 16th-century historian who could be placed within the framework of the political
theories he constructed. Maxims and Reflections of a Renaissance Statesman , has a place among the most
original political writings of the century. The autobiography of the sculptor and goldsmith Benvenuto Cellini
written â€”66, published was remarkable for its vigorous spontaneity and its use of popular Florentine
language. It became one of the most influential books of the century. Giovanni della Casa was the author of
another famous treatise, the Galateo c. Poetry Lyric poetry in the 16th century was dominated by the model of
Petrarch mainly because of the acceptance of the Renaissance theory of imitation and the teaching of Bembo.
Almost all the principal writers of the century wrote lyric poems in the manner of Petrarch. Also worthy of
note are the passionate sonnets of the Paduan woman poet Gaspara Stampa and those of Michelangelo. The
tradition of humorous and satirical verse also was kept alive during the 16th century. Outstanding among its
practitioners was Francesco Berni , whose burlesque poems, mostly dealing with indecent or trivial subjects,
showed his wit and stylistic skill. Orlando Furioso , which incorporated many episodes derived from popular
medieval and early Renaissance epics. Orlando furioso was the most perfect expression of the literary
tendencies of the Italian Renaissance at this time, and it exercised enormous influence on later European
Renaissance literature. Ariosto also composed comedies that, by introducing imitation of Latin comedy,
marked the beginning of Renaissance drama in the vernacular. Two burlesque medley forms of verse were
invented during the century. Fidenziana poetry derives its name from a work by Camillo Scroffa, a poet who
wrote Petrarchan parodies in a combination of Latin words and Italian form and syntax. Macaronic poetry , on
the other hand, which refers to the Rabelaisian preoccupation of the characters with eating, especially
macaroni, is a term given to verse consisting of Italian words used according to Latin form and syntax. Teofilo
Folengo , a Benedictine monk, was the best representative of macaronic literature, and his masterpiece was a
poem in 20 books called Baldus The tendency to parody, ridiculing the impractical excesses of humanist
literature, was present in both fidenziana and macaronic verse. Torquato Tasso , son of the poet Bernardo
Tasso , was the last great poet of the Italian Renaissance and one of the greatest of Italian literature. In his epic
Gerusalemme liberata ; Jerusalem Delivered he summed up a literary tradition typical of the Renaissance: The
subject of the poem is the First Crusade to recapture Jerusalem. Its structure dramatizes the struggle to
preserve a central purpose by dominating and holding in check centrifugal urges toward sensual and emotional
indulgence. Its pathos lies in the enormous cost of self-control. Tasso also wrote shorter lyric verse throughout
his life, including religious poems, while his prose dialogues show a style no longer exclusively dominated by
classical models. Toward the middle of the 16th century Giambattista Giraldi Cinzio reacted against imitation
of Greek drama by proposing the Roman tragedian Seneca as a new model, and in nine tragedies and
tragicomediesâ€”written between and â€”he showed some independence from Aristotelian rules. He greatly
influenced European drama, particularly the English theatre of the Elizabethan period. The Italian comedies of
the century, inspired by Latin models but also by the tradition of the novella, possessed greater artistic value
than the tragedies, and they reflected contemporary life more fully: Giordano Bruno , a great Italian
philosopher who wrote dialogues in Italian on his new cosmology and antihumanist ideas, also wrote a
comedy, Il candelaio ; The Candlemaker. His works, often monologues written in a rural Paduan dialect , treat
the problems of the oppressed peasant with realism and profound seriousness. Another dialect playwright of
the same century, now also more widely appreciated, is the Venetian Andrea Calmo, who showed a nice gift
for characterization in his comedies of complex amorous intrigue. The cleric and short-story writer Matteo
Bandello started a new trend in 16th-century narrative with stories that were rich in dramatic and romantic
elements while not aiming at classical dignity.
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Italian art, works of art produced in the geographic region that now constitutes the nation of Italy. Italian art has
engendered great public interest and involvement, resulting in the consistent production of monumental and spectacular
works. In addition, Italian art has nearly always been closely.

Also examines important art forms and key issues of design, taste, function, and patronage. Included in Grove
Art Online. Grreek and Roman Antiquity Call Number: Has detailed concordances and full epigraphic
indexes. Articles in English, French, German, or Italian. Includes the dynamic elements of cult: Also describes
the static elements of cultâ€”cult places and their depictions in antiquity and the personnel of cults. Entries list
the epigraphical and literary sources cited and reference ancient iconographical documents related to the topic.
Art Index - Art Index - by H. Check catalog record for specific locations and date ranges. Etymological roots,
the play of opposites, paradox and shadow, the ways in which diverse cultures have engaged a symbolic
imageâ€”all these aspects are treated in a variety of cultural contexts. Divided into six broad subject
categories, including abstract signs, animals, artifacts, earth and sky, human body and dress, and plants.
Another section focuses on collective symbols that have multiple attributes and meanings. Entries tie specific
symbols to various beliefs and social customs or religious worship. Selected Reference Works Call Number:
Essays demonstrate how the themes of ancient literary tradition are still alive in the literature of graphic
novels. Critical Survey of Graphic Novels: C Provides in-depth coverage for over of the most popular and
studied graphic novels. These short essays look beyond the "pop culture" aspects of the medium to show the
wide range of literary themes and artistic styles that are used to convey beliefs and conflicts that are as old as
the stories told in ancient civilization. Includes over , entries, comprising over 20, pages in 14 volumes. Older
entries have been updated and expanded, over 3, entries have been completely rewritten, and over 2, new
entries have been added.
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Nomenclature[ edit ] Mannerism role-model: The artists of Mannerism greatly admired this piece of sculpture.
Like the English word "style", maniera can either indicate a specific type of style a beautiful style, an abrasive
style or indicate an absolute that needs no qualification someone "has style". Mirollo describes how "bella
maniera" poets attempted to surpass in virtuosity the sonnets of Petrarch. In essence, "bella maniera" utilized
the best from a number of source materials, synthesizing it into something new. It was used by Swiss historian
Jacob Burckhardt and popularized by German art historians in the early 20th century to categorize the
seemingly uncategorizable art of the Italian 16th century â€” art that was no longer found to exhibit the
harmonious and rational approaches associated with the High Renaissance. However, for later writers, such as
the 17th-century Gian Pietro Bellori, "la maniera" was a derogatory term for the perceived decline of art after
Raphael, especially in the s and s. Yet historians differ as to whether Mannerism is a style, a movement, or a
period; and while the term remains controversial it is still commonly used to identify European art and culture
of the 16th century. No more difficulties, technical or otherwise, remained to be solved. The detailed
knowledge of anatomy, light, physiognomy and the way in which humans register emotion in expression and
gesture, the innovative use of the human form in figurative composition, the use of the subtle gradation of
tone, all had reached near perfection. The young artists needed to find a new goal, and they sought new
approaches. Michelangelo developed his own style at an early age, a deeply original one which was greatly
admired at first, then often copied and imitated by other artists of the era. His Sistine Chapel ceiling provided
examples for them to follow, in particular his representation of collected figures often called ignudi and of the
Libyan Sibyl , his vestibule to the Laurentian Library , the figures on his Medici tombs, and above all his Last
Judgment. The later Michelangelo was one of the great role models of Mannerism. It drove artists to look for
new approaches and dramatically illuminated scenes, elaborate clothes and compositions, elongated
proportions, highly stylized poses, and a lack of clear perspective. These two artists were set to paint side by
side and compete against each other, fueling the incentive to be as innovative as possible. These artists had
matured under the influence of the High Renaissance, and their style has been characterized as a reaction to or
exaggerated extension of it. Instead of studying nature directly, younger artists began studying Hellenistic
sculpture and paintings of masters past. The earliest experimental phase of Mannerism, known for its
"anti-classical" forms, lasted until about or High maniera[ edit ] The second period of Mannerism is
commonly differentiated[ citation needed ] from the earlier, so-called "anti-classical" phase. Subsequent
mannerists stressed intellectual conceits and artistic virtuosity, features that have led later critics to accuse
them of working in an unnatural and affected "manner" maniera. Maniera artists looked to their older
contemporary Michelangelo as their principal model; theirs was an art imitating art, rather than an art
imitating nature. Art historian Sydney Joseph Freedberg argues that the intellectualizing aspect of maniera art
involves expecting its audience to notice and appreciate this visual referenceâ€”a familiar figure in an
unfamiliar setting enclosed between "unseen, but felt, quotation marks". Agnolo Bronzino and Giorgio Vasari
exemplify this strain of Maniera that lasted from about to Based largely at courts and in intellectual circles
around Europe, Maniera art couples exaggerated elegance with exquisite attention to surface and detail:
Venetian painting pursued a different course, represented by Titian in his long career. A number of the earliest
Mannerist artists who had been working in Rome during the s fled the city after the Sack of Rome in As they
spread out across the continent in search of employment, their style was disseminated throughout Italy and
Northern Europe. European rulers, among others, purchased Italian works, while northern European artists
continued to travel to Italy, helping to spread the Mannerist style. Individual Italian artists working in the
North gave birth to a movement known as the Northern Mannerism. The style waned in Italy after , as a new
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generation of artists, including the Carracci brothers, Caravaggio and Cigoli , revived naturalism. Walter
Friedlaender identified this period as "anti-mannerism", just as the early mannerists were "anti-classical" in
their reaction away from the aesthetic values of the High Renaissance [24] and today the Carracci brothers and
Caravaggio are agreed to have begun the transition to Baroque-style painting which was dominant by Outside
of Italy, however, Mannerism continued into the 17th century. In France, where Rosso traveled to work for the
court at Fontainebleau , it is known as the " Henry II style " and had a particular impact on architecture.
Mannerism as a stylistic category is less frequently applied to English visual and decorative arts, where native
labels such as " Elizabethan " and " Jacobean " are more commonly applied. Seventeenth-century Artisan
Mannerism is one exception, applied to architecture that relies on pattern books rather than on existing
precedents in Continental Europe. Prevalent at this time was the "pittore vago," a description of painters from
the north who entered the workshops in France and Italy to create a truly international style. Baccio Bandinelli
took over the project of Hercules and Cacus from the master himself, but it was little more popular then than it
is now, and maliciously compared by Benvenuto Cellini to "a sack of melons", though it had a long-lasting
effect in apparently introducing relief panels on the pedestal of statues. Like other works of his and other
Mannerists it removes far more of the original block than Michelangelo would have done. He also created
life-size sculptures, of which two entered the collection in the Piazza della Signoria. He and his followers
devised elegant elongated examples of the figura serpentinata , often of two intertwined figures, that were
interesting from all angles.
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The Columbia Encyclopedia, 6th ed. Copyright The Columbia University Press Italian art, works of art
produced in the geographic region that now constitutes the nation of Italy. Italian art has engendered great
public interest and involvement, resulting in the consistent production of monumental and spectacular works.
For a discussion of early works in the area see Etruscan art and Roman art. See also Italian architecture. The
Medieval Period Throughout the Middle Ages , Italian art consisted primarily of architectural decorations
frescoes and mosaics. Byzantine art see Byzantine art and architecture in Italy was a highly formal and refined
decoration with a standardized calligraphy and an admirable use of color and gold. Until the 13th cent. The
Beginnings of Italian Renaissance Art Major painters, including Guido of Siena, Cimabue, and Duccio di
Buoninsegna , while retaining many of the Byzantine conventions, introduced a new naturalism and a more
direct appeal to human emotion. The same spirit is seen in the powerful sculpture of Nicola Pisano. He made
use of elements from classical antiquity, as did Pietro Cavallini in his fresco paintings in Rome. But it is with
Giotto di Bondone, a contemporary of Dante, that the new painting first takes on life and warmth. His style,
perfected c. His immediate followers, Taddeo Gaddi , Bernardo Daddi, Giottino, and others spread his
teachings and technique. Simultaneously, art flourished in 14th-century Siena, following the example set by
Duccio and developing a more Gothic manner. The Black Death severely curtailed artistic productivity for the
next two generations. The pessimistic content of this art was superseded in the early 15th cent. The
Quattrocento In the second decade of the 15th cent. Italyâ€”primarily Florenceâ€”took the lead in the
formation of an art that was to affect Europe profoundly for more than years see Renaissance art and
architecture. Political stability was established in several regions, and powerful ruling families produced the
patrons of art that made the artistic flowering possible. Donatello, Brunelleschi, and Alberti were among the
first to look consciously toward classical antiquity as a model for their work. They also set a high artistic
standard that was emulated by succeeding generations. In the first half of the 15th cent. Other sculptors, such
as Desiderio da Settignano , Antonio Rossellino, and Bertoldo di Giovanni , carried the tradition established
by Donatello through to Michelangelo, while the workshop of the Della Robbias during the 15th cent. Paolo
Uccello and Andrea del Castagno contributed refinements to the understanding of the laws of perspective. By
the second half of the quattrocento, schools in N Italy began to flourish. Squarcione was the teacher of many
painters, among them Carlo Crivelli and the powerful master Andrea Mantegna , who painted magnificent
frescoes for churches and palaces in Padua and Mantua. His father-in-law, Jacopo Bellini, a superb draftsman,
had two sons, Gentile and Giovanni Bellini , who continued his Venetian workshop. Gentile painted detailed
and delightful scenes of Venice, as did Carpaccio. Giovanni Bellini initiated a century of Venetian greatness
with the richness of color for which Venice became famous. The Vivarini family produced paintings notable
for a bright, translucent color. Antonello da Messina , a Sicilian who was briefly in Venice, was one of the
first Italians to use the medium of oil painting, with remarkable effect. In Siena during the 15th cent. The last
half of the quattrocento in Florence saw the rise of a group of painters celebrated for their lyrical
styleâ€”Botticelli, Filippino Lippi, and Baldovinettiâ€”as well as the more austere masters Signorelli and
Antonio Pollaiuolo. Benozzo Gozzoli and Ghirlandaio decorated Florence with exquisite narrative frescoes.
The Florentine sculptor Verrocchio infused his works with a fresh vitality and sense of drama. But in the years
around the turn of the 16th cent. Whereas his works have come down to us fully realized, many of the
complete artistic schemes of Michelangelo and Leonardo remain largely on paper. Leonardo has left only a
small group of magnificent easel paintings and one grand but deteriorated fresco, The Last Supper in Milan.
His unparalleled, incredibly versatile genius is most clearly revealed in his notebooks, replete with
extraordinary plans of all varieties. Most of his sculptural masterpieces are fragments of vast designs that were
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never executed in their entirety. Mannerism In the early 16th cent. By the second half of the 16th cent.
Venetian Painting Venice was comparatively unaffected by the elegant, tortuous forms of mannerism. At the
beginning of the 16th cent. They created sensuous figures whose contours melted into luminous, atmospheric
landscapes. Their stylistic effects influenced the works of Palma Vecchio, Pordenone, the Bassano family, the
Ferrarese Dosso Dossi, and the lavish banquet scenes of Paolo Veronese. Only Tintoretto veered away from
the harmonious canvases that were typical of the Venetians. He created instead twisted, dramatic, elongated
forms, related to those of the mannerists but more vigorously conceived. The Baroque Period In the early 17th
cent. Rome became the center of a renewal of Italian dominance in the arts. In Parma, Correggio decorated
church vaults with lively figures floating softly on cloudsâ€”a scheme that was to have a profound influence
on baroque ceiling paintings. The stormy chiaroscuro paintings of Caravaggio and the robust, illusionistic
paintings of the Bolognese Carracci family gave rise to the baroque period in Italian art. Domenichino,
Francesco Albani, and later Andrea Sacchi were among those who carried out the classical implications in the
art of the Carracci. On the other hand, Guido Reni , Guercino, Gentileschi, Lanfranco, and later Pietro da
Cortona and Padre Pozzo, while thoroughly trained in a classical-allegorical mode, were at first inclined to
paint dynamic compositions full of gesticulating figures in a manner closer to that of Caravaggio. The
towering virtuoso of baroque exuberance and grandeur in sculpture and architecture was Bernini. Toward
many of the painters leaned toward the classical style that had been brought to the fore in Rome by the French
expatriate Nicolas Poussin. The Rococo Period The leading lights of the 18th cent. Among them were the
brilliant exponent of the rococo style, Tiepolo; the architectural painters Guardi, Canaletto, Piazzetta, and
Bellotto; and the engraver of Roman antiquities, Piranesi. Fantastic landscape was brought into vogue in the
works of Castiglione and Magnasco, both of whom worked in Naples. Modern Italian Art During the late 18th
and 19th cent. Italy continued to serve as a training school for the artists of the world but tended to rest on her
laurels. In the midth cent. Early in the 20th cent. In the second half of the 20th cent. Italian designers,
particularly those of Milan, have profoundly influenced international styles with their imaginative and
ingenious functional works. Wittkower, Art and Architecture in Italy, â€” 2d ed. White, Art and Architecture
in Italy, â€” ; C. Freedberg, Painting in Italy, â€” ; J. Cite this article Pick a style below, and copy the text for
your bibliography.
7: Find Books - Art - Renaissance - LibGuides at University of Victoria Libraries
The Encyclopedia of Italian Renaissance and Mannerist Art (Grove Encyclopedias of European Art) (Volume 1) by
Turner J (Ed). Grove,U.S., Volume 1. This is an ex-library book and may have the usual library/used-book markings
www.enganchecubano.com book has hardback covers.

8: Mannerism - Wikipedia
All art reference books are located on the second floor and they do not circulate. A good place to begin research on any
topic. Dictionary of Art. (34 vols.) Edited by Jane Turner. NY: Grove Dictionaries,

9: Encyclopedia of Italian Renaissance & Mannerist art - Jane Turner - Google Books
Flemish art and architecture, works of art and structures produced in the region of Europe known for centuries as
Flanders. Netherlandish art is another term sometimes used for these works. Art produced in Flanders achieved special
eminence c and in the 15th and 17th cent. Flanders was among.
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